Learning to See: Artificial Intelligence
Reinvents Medical Imaging
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Introduction

AUTOMAP Neural Network

Results

The quality of care that a radiologist can provide to a patient is directly
related to the quality of the images that they use to make accurate
diagnoses. However, a high quality image usually requires taking more data,
which is detrimental because it means higher radiation doses for CT and
PET, or unbearably long scan times for MRI (which are already 30-45
minutes). Increasing the duration of scans results in longer delays (months)
for scheduling scans, as well as increased financial cost per scan.

long & expensive scan
more raw data
high quality image
To address this challenge, we take a revolutionary approach based on
artificial intelligence and machine learning, which enables higher quality
imaging with much less data.

We developed an Artificial Intelligence Neural Network that learns what brains
(as well as the rest of the body) look like, so it can produce high-quality images
with much less raw data.

Concept
AUTOMAP outperforms state-of-the-art algorithms across a variety of imaging
methods, generating higher-quality, more accurate scans.

Our AUTOMAP technology uses a deep neural network that automatically
determines the best computational strategy to extract the most information
from the raw data.
Despite only having half the original image data, humans can easily see that
that this is a dog, and “fill in” missing details.

Even with very poor-quality scanner data acquired at 5x speed, AUTOMAP can
extract relevant data and form good-quality images.

Broader Impact and Conclusions

Our ability to fill in details from incomplete data is trained by seeing thousands
of dogs in our lifetime; our brains become excellent at understanding what
dogs look like, and applying that knowledge to new situations.

Instead of the conventional method of image formation, which uses a complex
set of hand-developed algorithms (colored squares), AUTOMAP is a single,
unified, efficient approach that can handle any imaging scenario.
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In the same way that humans are born with poor vision and learn how to see
through real-world experience, we have trained medical imaging systems to
see with deep learning. Instead of using inflexible human expert-coded
imaging methods, our A.I. technology allows imaging systems to automatically
learn how to properly image a subject in a wide variety of scenarios, with
improved accuracy and speed, significantly reducing scan times and cost.
Looking to the future, our innovation would enable many more possible
imaging system designs and form factors (e.g. small and portable) which were
previously beyond the capability of contemporary imaging algorithms.
Although our research primarily demonstrated this on medical imaging systems
(MRI/CT/PET), it can be readily applied to other forms of imaging as well (e.g.
optical, RADAR, LIDAR) for applications ranging from consumer photography to
radio astronomy to autonomous vehicles.
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